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ABSTRACT

The University of Tennessee Space Institute’s (UTSI) active airborne science
program often requires extensive modification to its fleet of aircraft in order to meet
mission and customer requirements. These modifications can alter the flight
characteristics of the aircraft. In order to determine if the aircraft is safe to fly after
modification and to find any new flight characteristics resulting from the modifications,
the flight test engineer (FTE) must plan and conduct limited flight testing on the aircraft
and evaluate the resulting data to ensure safety of flight. The more efficient the data
reduction and analysis process the quicker the aircraft can be released to the customer for
flight operations. Flight-Data Analysis and RePorting System (F-DARPS) was developed
in an attempt to decrease the time spent reducing data by automating the entire data
reduction process. F-DARPS searches through a data file, determines when the aircraft is
in a trim state, processes the data, and presents a limited number of performance and
stability and control (S&C) parameters to the FTE in a meaningful manner. Because FDARPS is in an early stage of development, the system requirements, architecture, code
techniques, and a self case study with future revision recommendations will be discussed
in detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The University of Tennessee Space Institute’s (UTSI) active airborne science
program often requires extensive modification to its fleet of general aviation aircraft.
These changes may alter the aircraft’s outer mold line and thus require a limited flight
test to both ensure flight safety and satisfy performance and handling qualities
requirements; upon fulfillment of these requirements the aircraft can be released for flight
operations. The more efficient the flight test process, the earlier customers may begin
their missions. Such flight test campaigns consist of a limited number of build-up flight
tests that generate data that can then be compared to the baseline aircraft flight qualities.
Analyzing the data and deciding if the aircraft meets the safety and minimum
performance and handling qualities standards can take from several hours to several
weeks; the duration of analysis depends on the methods chosen, the personnel used in
reducing the data, and the data reduction techniques employed.
In order to facilitate a faster and more efficient flight test process, a set of
algorithms was developed in National Instrument’s (NI) Laboratory Virtual Instrument
Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW), a graphical programming to process a flight data
file (either simulated or actual) and determine level and steady climb trim conditions,
then evaluate this data using standard flight test data reduction methods. These
algorithms were then put into a main graphical user interface (GUI) that allows a user to
interact with the routines and to display the results. Flight-Data Analysis and RePorting
System (F-DARPS) is the entire GUI algorithm system that finds trim conditions when
the aircraft is in straight, level, and unaccelerated flight. The GUI lets the user compare
multiple data files, and therefore contrast several aircraft mission configurations at once.
The system architecture, algorithms, and coding techniques will be discussed in detail.
However, because the main focus of this document is on the automation of the data
reduction process, the flight test techniques and data reduction methods employed will be
outlined only briefly. Since F-DARPS is under a constant state of refinement, the
descriptions presented are of the first revision of the F-DARPS and may not reflect the
state of the current software.
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2. SYSTEM ARCHTECTURE
2.1 Requirements
In order to facilitate a more efficient data reduction process, F-DARPS must meet
certain minimum requirements; these were determined at the start of development and are
listed below:
1.) F-DARPSS shall have the ability to reduce flight test data and provide the
ability for the flight test engineer (FTE) to automatically analyze a limited
number of performance and stability and control (S&C) parameters for
multiple aircraft mission configurations simultaneously. These shall include:
 specific range,
 specific endurance,
 coefficient of lift (CL)
 coefficient of drag (CD)
 ratio of elevator force/dynamic pressure versus airspeed
 elevator position versus airspeed
2.) F-DARPSS shall have an algorithm that scans through a data file and
determines if the aircraft is in either a level trim condition or climb trim
condition based on user defined criteria.
3.) F-DARPSS shall have the ability to handle different text data file formats
through a configuration file without requiring any change to the code.
4.) The algorithms used shall be modular and compatible with UTSI’s Flight
Tester Toolkit suite of LabVIEW software.

2.2 Architecture and data flow
The two main goals that drove the overall data flow and software development
were the need to efficiently and quickly reduce the data from a variety of data formats
and the necessity to make the algorithms modular, allowing for compatibility with other
LabVIEW programs. In order to process the data quickly and efficiently, as well as
handle multiple data files, a significant amount of time was spent determining the best
way to handle larger and multiple data files; the methods for achieving this will briefly be
discussed in a later section.
The need to make the algorithms modular led to the development of all of the
algorithms as sub-virtual instruments (subVI) to allow future programmers to take
advantage of the existing F-DARPS code. A subVI is similar to a subroutine; it is a
separate block of code that is easily reused in any virtual instrument (VI) multiple times.1
A VI is a program written in the LabVIEW language. Figure 1 illustrates the overall data
flow for F-DARPS; each box, with the exception of the Memory Allocation and Data
Average blocks, represents a separate subVI (all figures are reproduced in full page form
in appendix 4).
2

Figure 1 F-DARPS Data Flow Diagram
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The standard UTSI data file format consists of a tab-delimited text file (like an
Excel spreadsheet) that contains a header containing parameter names corresponding to
the data in their respective columns. Customer requirements often require different
sensors be added to the aircraft, with the data from each additional instrument being
logged in the data file. Each time a new sensor is added, the data file must change format;
such changes mean that the location of a given parameter cannot be hard-coded into the
software. Hard-coding the parameter locations would force the software to be changed
for every formatting change; if this occurred the software could not be considered nearly
as robust. To manage such differing file formats, a configuration file is created.
The configuration file is a tab delimited text file that is first read then converted to
an array at the start-up of the main GUI program. Table 1 shows a small sample of what a
configuration file may contain. Inside the configuration file exists a list of parameters for
F-DARPS to store in memory when a data file is read; each parameter has two names
associated with it. The first is the name of the parameter in the data file (Logfile Param in
table 1). As the software reads in the data, it searches the header of the data file and
matches the name in the data file with the name in the configuration file. If the name of
the parameter remains constant throughout different log file formats then the
configuration file does not need to be updated. The second name corresponds to what FDARPS uses to identify specific parameters that are employed in the data reduction
routines after the data file is stored in memory (Name in F-DARPS). The data stored in
memory contains a header with the renamed parameters. Each time the parameter is
needed, F-DARPS searches the header with the hard-coded name in order to identify
parameters that are employed in the data reduction routines after the data file is stored in
memory (Name in F-DARPS). The data stored in memory contains a header with the
renamed parameters. Each time the parameter is needed, F-DARPS searches the header
with the hard-coded name in order to identify these parameters inside the software and
avoid hard-coding parameter locations. The configuration file also contains the units of
the parameter (Unit) and polynomial calibration coefficients (a0-a4) .
Once the configuration file is processed, F-DARPS reads the header of the data
file that the user selects and determines the location of parameters to store in memory in
the data log file. Simultaneously, the names in the data file header are changed to those
that are hard coded inside software. This allows the data file format and header names to
change; with only a quick modification to the configuration file the software can read a
different data file. For instance, if indicated airspeed is titled “as” in the log file and FDARPS is looking for the name “airspeed” for this parameter F-DARPS renames “as” to
“airspeed.” While not implemented in the release, the configuration file will also contain

elapsed
time
hpc

Name
In FDARPS
elapsed
time
altitude

P

roll rate

Logfile
Param

Unit

a0

a1

a2

a3

sec
ft
deg/sec

Table 1 Sample from the Configuration File
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a4

any calibration coefficients so they can be easily updated by the user.
Once the configuration file is read and the parameter names changed, F-DARPS
reads the rest of the data file and allocates memory for the file based on the number of
records within the file; pre-allocating the memory improves LabVIEW performance and
file storage capability. If desired, data samples can be averaged together to reduce sensor
noise. The user then can add another data file, select the automatic trim finder mode, or
select the manual mode; there is no order dependence on how the user chooses to proceed
once the first data file is read into memory.
In automatic mode, the trim and phugoid algorithms scan the data file to look for
when the aircraft is in a particular state. In the case of the level trim algorithm, it looks
for when the aircraft is in straight, level, and unaccelerated flight (figure 2). The climb
trim finder determines when the aircraft is in a constant airspeed and heading climb so
these data points can be reduced to calculate the aircraft’s climb performance. In order to
accomplish this task the automatic climb and trim finder subVIs look at the deviations in
airspeed, altitude, or rate of change of altitude in the case of the climb trim finder, and
heading deviation to determine if these parameters stay within user-defined tolerances. If
the deviations are equal to or less then the tolerances, the algorithm stores the data as a
trim point. The phugoid finder locates a phugoid in a data file so the damping ratio and
natural frequency can be determined. The phugoid finder uses a combination of airspeed
deviations and frequency analysis to locate a phugoid.
The manual mode allows the FTE to manually select any number of trim points in
the data to be processed by the data reduction algorithms. The phugoid finder program is
a separate VI from the main program and does not use the configuration file, but looks
for hard coded names in the data header to find any phugoid maneuvers within a flight
file.
Figure 3 is a lower-level flow diagram of the level performance, climb
performance, and phugoid reduction routines. The diagram shows what subVIs are used
in each of the routines, how the data reduction process flows, and the calculated
parameter outputs. Since the subVIs can be used in multiple instances and run at the same
time, the engine model in the level performance mode is the same VI used in a different
program. While the flight test techniques (FTT) used are limited, they provide a basic
data analysis capability and give examples on how to further develop the system.

2.3 Use of subvis
SubVIs can be used in multiple instances and are modular, allowing the same
code to be reused, thus saving coding time by allowing the programmer to reuse common
code in a straight forward manner. Using subVIs allows for easier debugging of the entire
software system. By using subVIs the user both can see if the routine is receiving the
proper input and outputting the correct value. If there is an error in the subVI, the
programmer can just run the problematic subVI separately from the main VI and debug
the problem using dummy input data without having to run all of the routines.
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Figure 2 Trim and Phugoid Finder Top Level Diagram
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If desired, the subVIs can be run as standalone programs; therefore, they can be used
independent of a larger program. This allows the FTE to run one algorithm with
predetermined input data and get a result (figure 3). An example of this is the climb
performance VI; if there is flight test data that one wants to process without using the
main program, the subVI can be opened and used to reduce the data in a manner that is
more efficient then using an Excel spreadsheet or another manual method. Parameters
that would originally have to be calculated using other techniques are now automatically
determined within one self-contained program.

Figure 3 Data Outputs for Analysis Routines
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2.4 Design for upgradeability and future expansion
By allocating memory and only storing the parameters that are defined in the
configuration file, F-DARPS requires relatively low system memory. After the algorithm
has completed, LabVIEW releases the central processing unit (CPU) for other processes.
By managing the memory and CPU usage in the main GUI program, much of the
computer resources are left to run other programs or for future expansion of more
memory intensive operations. When the automatic trim finder and data reduction routines
were executed during testing, they used about half of the test computer’s CPU (a
Centrino Duo T2500 2.0 GHz).
Both the subVIs and the GUI offer the ability to be easily upgraded. By setting up
the trim finder algorithms to process one file at a time, the algorithm can be placed in a
for-loop to handle multiple data files.
After the trim conditions are located in the file, the data is averaged over the trim
period. The reason the data is not averaged in the trim finder algorithms is to allow the
user to observe and log the entire data set for quality control and to more easily integrate
the manual trim selector into the system. Since the software was set up with the manual
trim selector in mind, only a few hours of work were required to integrate the manual
trim selector into the main GUI.
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3 OVERVIEW OF ALGORITHMS USED
3.1 Automatic trim finders
Figure 4 diagrams the dataflow of the level trim finder. The original design
philosophy was not to use complex statistical analysis, but rather to design the algorithm
the way FTEs may think when they look at the data while determining the trim state of
the aircraft. This led to a basic routine that determined if a parameter is within a
predefined tolerance over a defined period of time.
As expected, sensor noise was an issue with the initial algorithm. Several tests
were conducted using averaging, low pass filtering, and a combination of the two.
Desirable results where finally achieved by averaging a set number of samples within the
data. This averaging method was chosen for its simplicity and transparency; the FTE thus
knows and has control over exactly what is being done to the data. The number of
samples per second (sps) to average is an input that the FTE can easily change on the
GUI.
It was found through testing with the data acquisition system (DAS) on UTSI's
Piper Navajo acquiring data at twenty samples per second (sps) that averaging one
second’s worth of data gave the best results without distorting the data trends. With the
exception of the phugoid, all of the parameters calculated are static parameters; thus,
averaging the samples does not alter the characteristics of the results, but does improve
the data scatter. If more dynamic, higher-frequency maneuvers were to be analyzed, the
FTE would have to decrease the averaging time to observe the desired patterns in the
data.
The initial trim finder program performed satisfactorily with the sample averaging
implemented. To determine if the aircraft was in a trim state three parameters (airspeed,
altitude, and heading) would be examined to determine if the aircraft was in a trim state.
The justification was if airspeed and altitude are within predefined tolerances over a time
period, the aircraft is not accelerating. Furthermore, if the heading is not changing, the
aircraft is not turning. The disadvantage of using heading is that the algorithm could
analyze a steady-heading sideslip as a level trim point, which it definitely is not. In the
future the algorithm will also look at sideslip and bank angle to determine if they are
within certain tolerances to eliminate this problem in the current data reduction routines.
If these three parameters are within tolerances, and the airspeed is above a
minimum value (to ensure the aircraft is in flight and not simply sitting on the runway),
the algorithm stores each value and their indices in the original data array of the trim
data. The algorithm continues to process until one of the values is out of tolerance, then
checks to see if the stored trim data is of the proper user defined length. If the trim data is
long enough, the data is stored for further processing.

9

Figure 4 Level Trim Finder Dataflow Diagram
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The climb trim finder uses the same basic algorithm, though instead of looking at
altitude it analyzes the rate of change of altitude; noise was more of an issue in the nature
of this calculation. Before the rate of change was calculated, the altitude could be lowpass filtered. It was determined through testing that, with the Navajo DAS, optimum
results where found with the filter turned off; however, if the filter is needed in the future
it is still available in the code. The instantaneous rate is then determined and, as defined
by the user, data samples can be averaged together to reduce noise. It was determined that
averaging twenty sps over one second seemed adequate for the test data. After the
instantaneous rate is found, it is low-pass filtered to further reduce noise. After the rate is
determined it is passed into the same subVI as the level trim finder that was previously
discussed. After initial evaluation, the only addition was to add a minimum rate-of-climb
limit to eliminate any case where the rate of climb is too low to be considered a climb test
point.
While airspeed, altitude or rate of climb, and heading are the inputs to the subVI,
any parameters can be used in the routines without any change to the algorithm code.
This architecture was created intentionally to allow future expansion and the option to
use the subVIs in other applications. While the simple algorithms produce adequate
results, future revisions will use more mathematical and statistical rigor to strengthen and
improve the routines. The advantage of using these routines on a data file,is the
algorithms will determine all of the points when the aircraft is in a trim state, not just the
points explicitly tested. Therefore it is possible that algorithm will find test points that
were explicitly not tested.

3.2 Phugoid finder
The phugoid finder algorithm is a rather simple routine that attempts to find a
phugoid in a data file and determine its relevant characteristics, such as damping ratio
and period. Currently the phugoid finder subVI is in a standalone program as it is in a
very beta stage and is not efficient enough to be implemented in the main F-DARPS
program. Presently there are two portions of the algorithm: one section uses the
magnitudes of the deviation from a trim state to find the peaks and troughs of a potential
phugoid, while the other part uses the power spectral density (PSD) to see if the power is
above a certain threshold. Both of these portions of the code are extremely sensitive to
the input parameters. This is a first run at the algorithm and future versions will use more
mathematical rigor and other methods that will strengthen the routine and reduce the
sensitivity to the input parameters while making the code more efficient and compatible
with other portions of F-DARPS. Before the phugoid algorithm is accessed, the user
inputs the maximum period, minimum period, window size (the number of samples that
will be analyzed at one time) minimum magnitude of deviation around the averaged trim
value, and the minimum power for the PSD (figure 5). The data is also filtered using a
low pass filter and averaged to reduce noise. The first part of the algorithm starts by
taking a window of the data that is the length of the user defined size and averages the
data. The maximum and minimum value within the data set is then computed in a first
11

I

II

Figure 5 Data Flow Diagram and Airspeed versus Sample Number for the Phugoid Finder

pass attempt to locate one peak and one trough. If there is one peak and one trough that
are of the appropriate magnitude, as set by the user, the algorithm continues to determine
if there is a phugoid in the data window. From this the algorithm creates a second
window that is the size difference of the minimum and maximum period. The algorithm
uses this segment to determine all of the peaks and troughs in the data set by looking at
the maximum and minimum deviations and determining if they are equal to or greater
than the user-defined deviations. If these magnitudes are equal to or greater than what
the user has defined, F-DARPS saves the entire data set as a potential phugoid. The
process is repeated until the entire file is processed. Since the subVI only uses the peaks
or troughs, it is easily fooled by aircraft disturbances. Once the first algorithm has
finished, the sets of potential phugoids are passed to another routine that calculates the
power spectrum of the data. If the power is above the user defined threshold, the
algorithm marks it as a phugoid. While this method worked on several flight data files,
the algorithm was very sensitive to the user input parameters.
Figure 5 (graphs I and II) is a screen capture of the results from a ten minute
portion of a flight data file, which contains one phugoid (graph I), was run through the
algorithm. While the algorithm did find the phugoid (graph II), it required some
experimenting with the input parameters before the routine was successful. The near12

constant portion of airspeed at the end of graph II, after the phugoid, is due to the fixed
window size and has no impact on the calculation of the damping ratio and frequency
because the data reduction algorithm only uses the peaks and troughs that have a
deviation greater then or equal to the minimum deviation the user inputs.
Future revisions of the subVI will focus on using PSD functions not only to look
at the power, but analyze the frequency. If the approximate frequency of the phugoid was
known, then the algorithm could search for portions of the data in this range and extract
the data. This method would be more accurate, efficient, and a smarter way to find and
process the phugoids. Developing an adaptive window would also improve the algorithm
by eliminating any non-phugoid data.
Typically airspeed is the parameter entered into the phugoid subVI, but it does not
have to be. Altitude, or even pitch angle, could be substituted for airspeed without any
major coding changes. Furthermore, the algorithm could be used to find when the short
period mode is excited by simply changing the user inputs and using angle of attack (aoa)
or pitch angle as the selected variable.
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4 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI)
Without a good user interface that displays useful information in a meaningful
manner, the user will either get frustrated and not use the software or spend an exorbitant
amount of time trying to figure out how to operate the software and interpret the data.
The basic design of F-DARPS was thus based on experience with other LabVIEW
software, incorporating some improvements on layout and how the data is displayed on
the graphs.
The GUI is separated into logical sections by tabs (see Figure 6). Each tab
contains sub tabs that further break up the sections. For example, under the performance
tab, there is a separate page for level performance and climb performance to allow the
user to distinguish between the two. The tabs allow the user to quickly navigate between
pages and select the proper mode. Above the tabs, there is a display of the different files
that are currently loaded. This allows the user to quickly see what files are currently
being processed. The run, manual trim mode, load file, and store output to a file
functions are also located above the main tabs. This allows the user the ability to access
these features from any tab and not have to switch between tabs to run any of the subVIs
or load new data files.
Once the user is in the proper tab there usually controls allow the user to interact
with the algorithms and graphs that displays the pertinent data or allows the user to select
the data to be displayed depending on the mode of operation selected. In the automatic
trim finder mode, the user can select the airspeed, altitude (rate of climb), and airspeed
deviations as well as the minimum trim condition period and the samples to average
together. This allows the FTE to change the different parameters, run the algorithm, and
see the results of changing the tolerances in a matter of seconds. For the level and climb
trim shot finder, once the subVI is activated, points are overlaid on the entire plot of data
to show the user where the routine found the trim points. The overlay provides the user
with the ability to monitor the algorithm outputs in a quick and efficient manner. This
feature was implemented not only to test the results of the subVIs but to reduce the risks
of the user using a “black box” algorithm, where only the inputs and outputs are known
with no other knowledge of what is being done to the data.
The graph is used to not only display information, but to select what data is to be
processed, depending on the mode the user has selected. In manual mode the user is able
to select up to two parameters to be displayed per graph. The user then uses the native
LabVIEW graph zoom tools to select the time interval of the data to be processed; the
appropriate function of the software is then executed. The advantage of using the graphs
to select the data is it allows the user to zoom in on the data and further examine the test
points to ensure the quality of the data before it is processed.
In manual mode, full advantage was taken of LabVIEW’s native ability to use
multiple scales so the data displayed is scaled so both parameters use the entire x- and yaxis. The maximum, minimum, average, and standard deviation of the data that is
selected in the graph is displayed. This allows the user to determine the quality of the
14

Figure 6 GUI Tree Diagram and Screen Capture from F-DARPS
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data in the maneuver and to determine if the data meets certain criteria before the data is
selected to be processed.2
For ease of programming, the data is often graphed against its corresponding
sample number. The problem with this technique is that the actual time interval of the
displayed data is not directly apparent to the user. The result, as experienced by the
author, is the tendency to over-zoom into the data and therefore only get a small sample
set. To alleviate this problem all the data, with the exception of the results of the beta
calibration, are graphed versus elapsed time. This provides the ability to quickly look at
the graph and determine the length of time of the displayed data.
Comparing data (phugoids, elevator force during landing, etc.) from certain
maneuvers for different aircraft configurations is essential to be able to determine the
changes to the flight characteristics of an aircraft after modification. F-DARPS makes the
comparison process easier by allowing the FTE to overlay data from different aircraft
configurations in the manual mode. In the manual trim mode the FTE can select different
start times for the two different parameters and the length to be plotted. This allows the
FTE to scale the plot; if the data of interest from one plot is on the left side of the graph
and the data of interest from the second plot is on the right, the two overlay on each other.
The time length of the data is the same between the two data sets so there is no tendency
to over-zoom into only one of the data files.
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5 CODING TECHNIQUES
5.1 Handling larger data files
Even with today’s modern personal computers, the amount of information that
can be stored and processed by LabVIEW limits the size and number of data files that can
be processed. If F-DARPS is unable to handle multiple large data files and process the
data in a quick manner then it is useless to the FTE. With over one hundred parameters
collected at twenty sps, the DAS in the Navajo generates nearly a one hundred megabyte
(MB) file per hour of operation. Some of these parameters are pulled from sensors
specifically for the airborne science mission and others are empty channels in the analog
acquisition card that are not used during flight testing. In order to eliminate the non-flight
test parameters, a configuration file is made with the parameters that are desired to be
either displayed or processed. The development of a robust configuration file and system
that can deal with different file headers is an essential part of making F-DARPS usable.
By using the configuration file to tell the program what files to store and how to rename
the parameter as previously described, F-DARPS can easily handle data format
modifications and parameter name changes.

5.2 Data sequencing
In order to take advantage of LabVIEW’s multithreaded ability, multiple loops
and subVIs are used in parallel and the data execution sequence is mainly left up to
LabVIEW. The few exceptions to this are where the graphs and charts need to be labeled
and formatted and where the order of the property nodes needs to be explicitly
sequenced. Property nodes are LabVIEW-generated functions that allow the user to
programmatically control different operations that are generally automatically performed
internally by LabVIEW. Property nodes need to be explicitly sequenced to ensure proper
formatting of the graphs in the GUI.

5.3 Data reduction routines
The level performance and damping ratio subVIs where programmed using the
standard LabVIEW math blocks. This technique is acceptable for processes that do not
involve complex or lengthy formulas. Since the climb performance required more lines of
code, it was decided to use a formula node. A formula node allows the programmer to
enter mathematical expressions using text and has syntax similar to C++. This allows the
programmer to enter and examine the code in a more timely and efficient manner while
still providing relatively straightforward debugging capabilities.
Since there was no lookup table for the Navajo engine, the engine model uses
engine data from several manufactures’ engine performance graphs. The model inputs the
altitude, inlet temperature, rpm, and manifold pressure, and then enters them into several
equations based on the trend lines in the engine graphs. The model then interpolates
17

between the equations to find fairly accurate results, as long as the input data is within the
range of the source engine graphs.3

5.4 Verification of performance subVIs
In order to ensure the quality of the performance calculations the subVIs must be
verified using a second method to ensure there were no coding errors. The verification
process was performed by manual checking each output of the subVIs by hand
calculations. Any errors found in the subVI were corrected to ensure the data quality. The
results of these verifications are located in appendix 3.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Self case study using data from mapir pod-on and pod-off
flight test data
During the spring and summer of 2009 UTSI, in collaboration with NASA,
engaged in an airborne science mission that involved designing, fabricating, testing, and
flying an externally mounted belly pod on UTSI’s Piper Navajo for NASA's Marshall
Airborne Polermetric Imaging Radiometer (MAPIR) instrument (Figure 7). Before the
aircraft was released to the customers for flight operations, a limited performance, S&C,
and handling evaluation of the aircraft was performed. The data collected during this
testing was then analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively using Excel and a LabVIEW
data viewer written by a previous student.2 The initial data reduction took several days
while the more detailed data reduction took several weeks; the analysis of both was
executed with minimal personnel.
In the spring of 2010 two additional test flights where conducted with and without
the pod installed to further quantify the aerodynamic effects of the pod. The first flight
was for air data calibrations and to determine the lift and drag polars of the aircraft in the
clean configuration without the pod installed. The flight consisted of the aircraft being
held in a level trim condition across the aircraft’s speed range and a GPS four-course
method air data calibration was executed. The second flight was identical to the first but
with the MAPIR pod installed; this allowed the aerodynamic affects of the pod to be
quantified by comparing the pod-off and pod-on data. After the test flights the data was
analyzed by using Excel and using F-DARPS to compare the results of both methods.
It took one person roughly two days of effort to sort through the data, pick out the
desired trim points, reduce the data, and present it in a meaningful manner using Excel

Figure 7 UTSI's Piper Navajo with the MAPIR Pod
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spreadsheets and some limited software to determine the engine horsepower and
propeller efficiencies. The results of the CL versus aoa and CD versus CL polars are
summarized in Figure 8.3
To compare the effectiveness of F-DARPS with this traditional method, the entire
data log files from both flights where analyzed using the software. In less then one
minute twenty seconds, on the author’s previously described computer, both one hundred
MB data files where opened, averaged from twenty sps to one sps, and the algorithm was
run to find the level and climb trim conditions and to reduce the data. A comparison of
the trim points for the manual and automatic mode is shown in figure 9. With the pod off
the automatic trim finder found two additional trim points then were tested. While with
the pod on the automatic trim finder found the same number of points as were tested, but
one point found was not a tested point. The reason F-DARPS failed to locate the 148kt
test point was not because the algorithm did not work, but was because the aircraft was
outside of the tolerances for this test point. It is therefore recommended to get better
quality data at this test point, the 148kt point be re-flown. The trim conditions where
analyzed to determine if the FTE is confident with the results. Figure 10 is a screen shot
of airspeed, altitude, and heading versus time with the trim conditions that where found
by the level trim finder subVI overlaid. The tolerances used to find the trim conditions
were an airspeed deviation of less then or equal to one knot, fifty feet of altitude
deviation or rate of climb deviation, and a four degree heading deviation, with the
shortest trim time interval set to thirty seconds. The majority of the level trim conditions
found where the ones explicitly tested, but some additional points where processed when
the aircraft was transitioning between test points as previously discussed. According to
the climb trim finder routines, the aircraft was never in a stabilized climb that met the
criteria. Due to the need to reduce the flight hours in the second flight test, climb
performance tests where not performed so it was expected that no climb data would be
found.
Figure 8 also presents the F-DARPS generated CL versus aoa and CL versus CD
plots with and without the MAPIR pod installed. While F-DARPS outputs other
performance and S&C parameters, the lift and drag curves were the only parameters
derived by hand so they are the only ones analyzed. Comparing figure 7 and figure 9, it
can be seen that both F-DARPS and the hand reduced data have the same trends for the
flight test data with approximately the same magnitudes. The discrepancies in magnitudes
are due to F-DARPS using the same average weight throughout all of the test points and
the need to manually enter a constant propeller RPM for all of the test points due to a
problem with the engine RPM sensor during the test flights. Given the significantly
reduced time to find the trim segments and reduce the data, F-DARPS is clearly more
efficient for reducing this type of data than traditional techniques, assuming the weight
can be accurately inputted.
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Coefficent of Lift vs. Angle of Attack for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod Installed
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft
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Coefficent of Drag vs. Coefficent of Lift for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod Installed
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150Kts, 4000ft
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Figure 8 CL verse Angle of Attack and CD verse CL for the hand (I) and automatically (II)
reduced data with and without the MAPIR Pod
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Pressure Altitude vs. Weight Corrected Airspeed for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod
Installed for the Automatically Reduced Data
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft
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Pressure Altitude vs. Weight Corrected Airspeed for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod
Installed for the Manually Reduced Data
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft
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Figure 9 Comparison of Automatic and Manual Trim Points
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150.00

Parameter
Airspeed, V (kts)
Altitude, h (ft)
Rate of Climb, ROC (fpm)
Heading, Ψ (deg)

Value
1
50
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4
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MAPIR Pod Off
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Figure 10 Screen Captures of Airspeed, Altitude and Heading verse Time with Trim Segments
Overlaid and a Table of Parameter Limits used to find the Trim Points
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6.2 Dangers of the use of a black box
While the use of the graphs and displays was specifically designed to put the
FTEs in the loop by giving them the ability to monitor and quality control the data and
results, there is still a “black box” element of the software. The only way the FTE can
check all of the inputs and outputs of the algorithms is to open the subVIs while the
program is running. Though this is not an overly difficult task, it does require a
significant amount of time. It is expected that, once all of the code and algorithms are
validated by the user for confidence purposes, this process is not repeated unless an error
is encountered. However, a wrong calibration coefficient entered into the configuration
file, a bad sensor, or numerous other errors could cause a seemingly right answer to be
wrong after the initial code validation.
While these problems are not unique to this system, they can be hidden
underneath all of the layers of subVIs. In a future revision, a way to mitigate this problem
may be to have the subVIs output to a tab-delimited text file all of the inputs and outputs.
These files would allow the FTE the ability to check the data reduction manually without
having to examine the code directly.
A major problem for the stability and control analysis in the automated trim finder
mode is not knowing the actual trim state of the aircraft. The performance FTTs used are
immune to the initial trim state of the aircraft and to pilot technique; these FTTs only
require that the aircraft be in a trim state. However, for the longitudinal static stability
points reduced in F-DARPS it is imperative that the control forces must be trimmed at the
test airspeed before the test points and that the pilot uses proper techniques to achieve
useful data. Currently at UTSI, the only way of knowing this information is to note it on
the test card during the maneuver; this forces the FTE to manually select the points for
the longitudinal static stability analysis during data reduction.
Unless the FTE manually looks at every parameter or the output (i.e. CL) is
noticeably wrong, there is no direct way to determine if a sensor is functioning and
calibrated properly and thus outputting accurate data. A future improvement that may
mitigate, but not entirely solve, the problem would be to develop a set of algorithms that
looks at the sensor data for data spikes or dropouts and potentially determine if the value
is reasonable (i.e. is the RPM reading 700 in flight, or is an accelerometer reading over 9
g’s); the sensor issue could then be brought to the attention of the user. However, there is
no substitute for having the FTE in the loop and monitoring the data and comparing it to
the data collected manually on the test cards. As with any automated program, caution
must be used and the FTE must be vigilant, performing sanity checks on the calculated
parameters often to ensure valid results.
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6.3 Benefits of using automated trim finder algorithms and
calibration routines
Since the user can enter the airspeed, altitude, heading, and climb rate tolerances
and a minimum time period for the aircraft to be considered in a trim condition, and the
trim finder subVIs locate all of the segments of the data file that meet the defined criteria,
the routines can find trim segments in regimes of the flight envelope not explicitly tested.
These points can therefore be processed and used to fill in holes in the performance
curves. As mentioned before, this is more of a benefit for performance calculations and
not stability and control analysis due to the limitations in documenting initial trim
conditions.
A second potential benefit is the ability to use the algorithms to analyze multiple
aircraft mission configurations (i.e. pod on and off) in mere minutes, instead of hours to
days; this provides a quick look that allows the FTE to compare the different
configurations. If predictions where made about the calculated parameters, F-DARPS
provides the ability to determine how close the predictions are to the test values. This
gives FTEs a tool that allows them to determine if the flight envelope can be expanded
based on the predictions, or if the flight test needs to be reevaluated before the flight test
program can continue.
Instrumentation calibrations are often preformed before a major flight test and
after any major modification; these calibrations can require much effort to reduce the data
and apply the calibration curves. While no calibrations were discussed, it would not be
difficult to add more calibrations, either from pre-made Simulink models using NI’s
Simulation Interface Toolkit (SIT) manager or by making additional subVIs. The benefit
of doing this would be a decrease in the time spent reducing the calibration test data and
the FTE would be able to devote more time to analyzing the flight test data.

6.4 Improvements for future revisions
As software development continued it became clear that there was not time to
implement all of the desired features that would greatly improve the usefulness of the
software system for the FTE. Since F-DARPS is under a constant state of revision, some
of the features that are in this section may have been implemented into the software or
other future improvements may have been performed.
The first major improvement would be to add more FTTs and calibration routines
into the software. There are only a limited number of routines implemented and it would
be beneficial to increase the number of outputs available to the FTE. Since takeoff and
landing performance is essential to the safety of flight, it would be pertinent to be able to
determine these distances using the automated software routines. In order to do this the
data processing would likely involve a Simulink model, developed by Borja Martos, that
combines the integration of the aircraft’s accelerometers, GPS distance, and GPS ground
speed to determine takeoff and landing distances. The GPS four course method5 would be
used for the air data calibrations and would be implemented in a future revision. This
method has traditionally been the way UTSI performs an air data calibration. An aoa
calibration would also be implemented. Depending on the technique chosen for the aoa
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calibration, the test points can coincide with level trim flight, and these points could be
easily found by the automatic trim finder and thus reduce the amount time spent
calibrating the instrumentation. Incorporating parameter identification (PID) algorithms
would determine the stability derivatives of the aircraft that would allow an accurate
simulation of the aircraft to be quickly made; this could further provide an additional
asset in determining if it is safe to expand the flight envelope.
The GUI needs to be continually redefined as input is received from various users.
Future improvements will include the ability for the user to include or exclude other trim
points in the automatic trim finder and combine both the automatic and manual trim
modes. This will allow both the manual and the automatic modes to compliment each
other and allow the best aspects of both features to be combined into one seamless
operation. Since software is inherently invisible, more graphs and displays will be added
to allow the FTE additional windows into the software’s execution to ensure the program
is operating as desired. While all of the parameters can be graphed in the manual trim
selector mode, it may be useful to have an array of graphs with all of the parameters pregraphed. This would allow the user to quickly scroll through and examine each parameter
individually. This would provide the FTE an added ability to potentially finding sensor or
other problems. As mentioned before, if the subVIs had the ability to write the inputs and
outputs to a text file, and if algorithms that determine if the sensor is operating properly
were created, this would provide more quality control and give the FTE the ability to be
more in the loop during the data reduction. The ability to annotate particular trim points
and have the annotations propagate through all of the graphs and displays would further
provide the FTE a more efficient way of examining and sharing the data.
Since none of UTSI’s research aircraft are equipped to record total fuel, fuel flow,
flap position, and landing gear position in their DAS, F-DARPS does not take these
parameters in as variables. Instead, the aircraft weight is either manually entered and
fixed for all of the test points or start and end weights are entered and an average weight
is used. This method is not highly desirable since the actual weight at each trim point is
not known. Since all of these performance parameters are dependent on weight, any
discrepancies in weight will cause errors in the final data. Since F-DARPS was designed
to be robust, if information from the fuel totalizer was recorded in the DAS the weight
model subVI could use this information to calculate the actual test weight of the aircraft.
It would require more coding to change F-DARPS to handle different aircraft
configurations (flaps down, gear down and so on). One possible method for addressing
this would be to simply look at the flap/landing gear position and break the log file into
several different arrays based on the aircraft configuration, then process each
configuration separately. After the data is processed, the graphs and displays would be
annotated with the proper configuration.
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7. Conclusions
Throughout the design and development process the author’s coding technique
improved and much of the software was simplified. As the learning process progressed,
new ways where found to perform tasks that not only simplified the code, but streamlined
it and made it more efficient.
Automating the data reduction process will save time, assuming that the software
is fully tested and the user interface is well designed. If one of these key elements is
missing then more time may be spent debugging code or determining the best way to use
the software then would be spent manually reducing the data with no automated
assistance. In order to achieve these objectives the software must have a good user
interface and be robust enough to allow for future upgrades as the flight test program
progresses and requirements change. F-DARPS must be able to handle changes in both
the data format and calibrations without impacting code in order to be robust. This is
where the configuration file plays an important role; if architected and coded properly,
the configuration file can handle these changes with minimal modification by the user. In
addition, if the subVIs are designed to be used as stand alone VIs the code will find other
use in additional programs, thus reducing development time for future projects.
Integrating LabVIEW and Simulink with the SIT manager will open a new door
that allows models that where developed in Simulink to have a virtually seamless
interface into LabVIEW. This will reduce development and coding time if there are predeveloped Simulink models. It should be noted that LabVIEW also has a MATLAB
Script node which allows LabVIEW to execute MATLAB code in the MATLAB script
server. While not the fastest, most efficient way, this node has proven successful with the
author manipulating some canned PID code; the PID code used real-time simulator data
from X-Plane (a commercial off the shelf flight simulator) successfully. This offers
further options to use previously developed MATLAB code with LabVIEW and to
capitalize on both software suites’ strengths.
While F-DARPS was designed to meet all of the requirements and can reduce the
amount of time spent in the data reduction process, continued improvement, refinement,
and development will increase the usefulness of F-DARPS. The case study demonstrated
both the efficiency of finding level trim conditions in the data and reducing the data with
minimal user input, and that the software can be used to reduce time in the overall data
reduction process. Since this process is quick and can use the raw data files from the
DAS, the data reduction process can be done rapidly after a test flight to determine if the
flight test data matches predicted parameters.
While using any software the FTE must have high confidence that the results
from the software are correct. Automating the data reduction process does save time and
produce a more efficient flight test program that allows an organization to release the
aircraft to the customer in a more efficient manner, but there is no substitute for a good
FTE in the loop.
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APPENDIX 1: SELECTED F-DARPS SUBVI LIST

Table A. 1.1 Selected F-DARPS SubVIs
SubVI

Function

Weight Calculator

Calculates total weight of the aircraft based on zero fuel weight and fuel

Level Performance

Calculates C L,CD, SE, and SR

Density Alt Climb Perf
formula Node Saratoga
and Navajo Subvi v2

Calculates the climb performance based on the Density Altitude method and determines if it is a single or
dual engine climb based on engine horse power

Atmos Calc

Calculates θ, δ, σ, and ρ

Navajo Engine Horse
Power Rev 73

Calculates the horse power of one of the Navajo’s Engines3

Prop Model Subvi V2

Calculates the propeller efficiency and thrust for the Navajo’s Propellers

Climb Perf Trim
Finder

Locates a climb trim segment in a given data file

Trim shot finder

Locates a level trim shot in a given data file
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APPENDIX 2: F-DARPS BLOCK DIAGRAM
D

A

B

C
Figure A.2. 1 F-DARPS' Block Diagram. The annotations correspond to the subsequent enlarged figures
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Figure A.2. 2 Main Data Processing Section
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Figure A.2. 3 Beta Calibration SIT Code
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Figure A.2. 4 Graph Formatting Property Nodes
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APPENDIX 3: PERFORMANCE SUBVI DIAGRAMS AND
VERIFICATIONS
appendix 3.1 weight calculator.vi
Table A.3. 1 Input and Out Parameters for the Weight Model SubVI
Input Parameter
(units)

Value

Source

Output Parameter
(units)

Calculated

VI Output

Initial Fuel (gal)

100

User Input

Weight Out (lbs)

5691.3

5691.3

Fuel Flow, FF (GPH)

30

User Input

Fuel Burned (gal)

70

70

Zero Fuel Weight (lbs)

5300

User Input

Intermediate Fuel
Weight

NA

User Input

Final Fuel (gal)

30

User Input

Time, T (sec)

3600

User Input

Fuel Burned In (gal)

40

User Input

Figure A.3. 1 Front Panel and Block Diagram Screen Captures of Weight Calculator.vi
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AVERAGE WEIGHT FOR ENTIRE FLIGHT MODE
In the absence of any fuel flow information, the weight calculator uses initial and final
fuel weight to calculate the aircraft’s average weight for the given interval based on the
zero fuel weight.
Calculate initial and final weights:

lbs 
Initial Weight =  Inital Fuel (gal)   6.02
  Zero Fuel Weight (lbs)
gal 


lbs 
Final Weight =  Final Fuel (gal)   6.02
  Zero Fuel Weight (lbs)
gal 


Calculate Average Weight:
Average Weight =

Initial Weight + Final Weight
2

Example using input data from table A3.1:

lbs 
Initial Weight = 100 gal   6.02
  5300 lbs = 5902 lbs
gal 


lbs 
Final Weight =  30 gal   6.02
  5300 lbs = 5480.6 lbs
gal 

Average Weight =

5902 lbs + 5480.6 lbs
 5691.3 lbs
2

WEIGHT BASED ON FUEL FLOW
If data is available from a fuel flow (FF) gauge the weight calculator can use this
information along with the time interval to integrate the fuel flow to get the actual test
weight based on the inputted zero fuel weight.
Calculate total fuel burned:
 Gal 
FF 

 hr  Time (sec)
Fuel Burned (gal) = Total Fuel Consumed (gal)+


 sec 
3600 

 hr 
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Calculate weight of fueling remaining:

lbs 
Weight of Fuel Remaining (gal) =  Inital Fuel (gal)    Fuel Burned (gal)    6.02
gal 

Calculate current weight:

Weigh (lbs) = Weight of fuel (lbs) + Zero Fuel Weight
Example using input data from table A3.1:
 Gal 
30 

hr 

Fuel Burned (gal) = 40 gal+
 3600 (sec) 
 sec 
3600 

 hr 
Fuel Burned (gal) = 70 gal

lbs 
Weight of Fuel Remaining (gal) = 100 gal    70 gal    6.02
gal 

Weight of Fuel Remaining (gal) =180.6 lbs
Weight (lbs) = 180.6 lbs + 5300 lbs
Weight (lbs) = 5480.6 lbs
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happendix 3.2 lvl perf.vi
Table A.3. 2 Level Perf.vi Inputs, Outputs and Verification
Input Parameter
(units)

Value

Source

Output Parameter (units)

Calculated

VI Output

True Airspeed, Vt (kts)

161.82

Atmos Calc

Coefficient of Drag, CD

.0465

.0465

Weight Corrected
Airspeed, VIW (kts)

148.08

F-DARPS Airspeed

Coefficient of Lift, CL

.346

.346

Fuel Flow, FF (lbs hr-1)

180

User Input

Specific Range, Sr (nm lb-1)

.899

.8999

Test Weight, WT (lbs)

5895.42

Weight Calculator

Specific Endurance, Se (hr lb-1)

.00555

.0055

Standard Weight, WS
(lbs)

6500

Weight Calculator

Density, ρ (sl ft-3)

.0019931

Atmos Calc

229

User Input

Wing Reference Area,
S (ft2)
Engine Horse Power,
PIW (HP)

408.67

Navajo Engine HP Rev 7

Propeller Efficiency, ηP

.83

Prob Model SubVI V2

Standard Density, ρ0
(sl ft-3)

.002377

Atmos Calc
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Figure A.3. 2 Front Panel and Block Diagrams of Lvl Perf.vi

CD USING THE PIW - VIW METHOD5
Calculate the power term, PIW:

PIW 



 BHP

REQ

     BHP  


 

0 

REQ

3

3

 WT  2


 WS 

 WT  2


 WS 

Using PIW previously calculated, CD is given by:

ft  lbs 

2  550
  PIW  P 
s 

CD 
0 (VIW )3 S
40

Example using input data from table A3.2:

sl 
 .0019931 3 
ft 
 408.67 HP  
sl 
 .002377 ft 3 

  433.23 hp
PIW 
3
 5895.42 lbs  2


 6500 lbs 
ft  lbs 

2  550
  433.23lbs .83
s 

CD 
 .0465
3

ft  

6076
sl 
nm 
nm   229 ft 2
.002377 3 148.08


ft 
hr  3600 sec  



hr  


CL DETERMINATION
Assuming for steady level flight:
L=W

Then CL can be determined as follows:

CL 

L
1
   VT
2



2

 S 

W
1
   VT
2

2

 S

Example using input data from table A3.2:

CL 

5895.42 lbs
2


ft  

1
sl  
nm  6076 nm  
229 ft 2 




 .0019931 3  161.82
2
ft  
ht  3600 sec  



hr  

SPECIFIC RANGE, SR5

SR is defined as follows:
SR 

VT
F

41

 .346

Example using input data from table A3.2.1:
nm
hr  .899 nm
SR 
lbs
lbs
180
hr
161.82

SPECIFIC ENDURANCE SE5
SE is defined as follows:

SE 

1
F

Example using input data from table A3.2:

SE 

1
hr
 .0055
lbs
lbs
180
hr
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appendix 3.3 density alt climb perf formula node saratoga and navajo subvi
v2.vi
Table A.3. 3 Inputs and Outputs for the Climb Performance Calculations
Input Parameter
(units)

Value

Source

Output Parameter
(units)

L/R RPM (RPM)

2400/2400

User input

Density Altitude, hd (ft)

5919

5910

10/38

User input

Rate of Climb, ROC
(fpm)

58.602

58.42

18.07/18.07

User input

4957

User input

94.856

User input

13

User input

52.2

User input

6490.2

Weight Calculator

6500

User input

.8

User input

40.67

User input

L/R Manifold
Pressure, MP (in Hg)
L/R Carburetor Inlet
Temperature, CAT
(C)
Pressure Altitude, hp
(ft)
Calibrated Airspeed,
VIC (kts)
Outside Air
Temperature, OAT
(C)
Rate of Climb
Observed, ROCO
(FPM)
Test Weight, WT
(lbs)
Max Gross Weight,
WS (lbs)
Oswald Span
Efficiency, e
Wing Span, b (ft)

Calculated

VI Output

Propeller Diameter

Figure A.3. 3 Front Panel and Block Diagram for the Climb Performance subVI
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CLIMB REDUCTION USING THE DENSITY ALTITUDE METHOD5
An Excel spreadsheet, that was previously verified as part of another project, was used to
verify the climb performance code.
Table A.3. 4 Excel Verification Spreadsheet6
Parameter Units Value
Vo
Vi
Vc
Hpo
Hpi
To (OAT)
Ti
Ta
Ts @ Hpi
δ @ Hpi
θ
σ

kts

ft
C
C
K
K

1/2

(σ)
Vt
Hd
(dH/dt)o
Ta/Ts
(dH/dt)t
Wt
Ws
R/Cwc
b
e
2

qπeb
ΔDi
R/Cd
RPMo
RPMi
MPo
MPi
CATo
CATi
CATa

ft

lb
lb

lb

1/2

98.300
97.410
94.856
4964.000
4957.000
13.000
13.000
286.160
278.250
0.832
0.993
0.838
0.915
103.619
5919.025
52.200
1.028
53.684
6490.200
6500.000
0.081
40.670
0.800
126792.979
1.004
1.621
2400.000
2400.000
38.000
38.000
18.070
18.070
291.230

(Ts/CATa)
BHP at Hpi

0.977
276.630

BHPT
Ts @ Hd
inlet heat rise
BHP at Hd

270.395
276.250
5.070
274.675

(Ts/CATa)D

1/2

0.991

BHPTD
ηp
ΔTHP

272.189
0.727
1.304

R/CTHP

6.620

(dH/dt)S

58.602

HD vs (dH/dt)S

5919.025
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appendix 3.4 atmos calc.vi
Table A.3. 5 Inputs, Outputs, and Verifications for Atmos Calc.vi
Input Parameter
(units)

Value

Pressure Altitude, hp (ft)
Temperature, TO (C)

Source

Output Parameter (units)

Calculated

VI Output

5880

User input

Temperature Ratio, θ

.9730

.9730

45

User Input

Pressure Ratio, δ

.8050

.8050

Density Ratio, σ

.8273

.8273

Density, ρ (sl ft-3)

.001967

.001967

Figure A.3. 4 Front Panel and Block Diagram for Atmos Calc.vi
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CALCULATE ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS BASED FOR THE GIVEN TEST
CONDITIONS IN THE TROPOSPHERE
Calculate θ:

Test 

T
T0

Calculate δ:

   5.2561
Recall θ:



  1  6.87535 106  hp 



Therefore:



  1  6.87535  106  hp 
Calculate σ:









0

Calculate ρ:
σ is defined as:

Therefore:

     0 
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5.2561

Example using input data from table A3.5:

45 F + 459.688
518.688 C
 .9730

Test 
Test

  1  6.87535 106  5880  
  .8050
.8050

.9730
  .8273

sl 
   .002377 3  .8273
ft 

  .001967
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5.2561

APPENDIX 4: TRIM FINDER SUBVI BLOCK DIAGRAMS

Figure A.4. 1 Level Trim Finder Front Panel

Figure A.4. 2 Climb Trim Finder Front Panel
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Figure A.4. 3 Level Trim Finder Block Diagram
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Figure A.4. 4 Climb Trim Finder Block Diagram
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APPENDIX 5: REPRODUCTION OF FIGURES AND
TABLES

Figure A.5. 1 Reproduction of Figure 1. F-DARPS Dataflow Diagram
Table A.5. 1 Reproduction of Table 1. Sample from the Configuration File

elapsed
time
hpc

Name
In FDARPS
elapsed
time
altitude

P

roll rate

Logfile
Param

Unit

a0

sec
ft
deg/sec
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a1

a2

a3

a4

Level Trim
Airspeed
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Altitude
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Heading
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Aircraft
In
Level Trim

Climb Trim
Airspeed
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Altitude
Rate
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Heading
Deviation

Within
Tolerance

Aircraft
In
Level Trim

Phugoid Finder

Airspeed
Deviation

Peaks
In
Airspeed

PSD

Phugoid

Figure A.5. 2 Reproduction of Figure 2. Trim and Phugoid Finder Diagram Top Level Diagram
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Figure A.5. 3 Reproduction of Figure 3. Data outputs for Analysis Routines
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Figure A.5. 4 Reproduction of Figure 3. Level Trim Finder Dataflow Diagram
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I

II

Figure A.5. 5 Reproduction of Figure 4. Dataflow Diagram and Airspeed vs. Sample Number for the
Phugoid Finder Results
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Figure A.5. 6 Reproduction of Figure 5. GUI Tree Diagram and Screen Capture from F-DARPS
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Figure A.5. 7 Reproduction of Figure 6. UTSI's Piper Navajo with the MAPIR Pod
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Coefficent of Lift vs. Angle of Attack for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod Installed
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft

MAPIR Pod Off
• MAPIR Pod On


1.0

0.9

COEFFICIENT OF LIFT, CL

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

POD OFF
0.4

POD ON
Linear (POD OFF)
Linear ( POD ON)

0.3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a (DEG)

Coefficent of Drag vs. Coefficent of Lift for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod Installed
MAPIR Pod Off
• MAPIR Pod On

Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150Kts, 4000ft

0.14

COEFFICIENT OF DRAG, CD

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

POD OFF
POD ON

0.02

Poly. (POD OFF)
Poly. (POD ON)
0.00
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

1.20

COEFFICIENT OF LIFT, CL

I

II

Figure A.5. 8 Reproduction of Figure 8. CL verse Angle of Attack and CD verse CL for the hand (I)
and automatically (II) reduced data with and without the MAPIR Pod
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Aircraft
Configuration Method No of Trim Points
Pod Off

Man

4

Pod Off

Auto

6

Pod On

Man

4

Pod On

Auto

4

Pressure Altitude vs. Weight Corrected Airspeed for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod
Installed for the Automatically Reduced Data
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft

Pressure Altitude, Hpc (ft)

8500.0

8000.0

7500.0

Pod Off Automated
Pod On Automated
7000.0
90

100

110

120

130

140

150

Weight Corrected Indicated Airspeed, Viw (kts)

Pressure Altitude vs. Weight Corrected Airspeed for a Piper Navajo, N11UT with and without the MAPIR Pod
Installed for the Manually Reduced Data
Aircraft: PA-31 N11UT

Power Setting: Various

Date:04/7/2010

Configuration: Clean

Test Weight (Average): 6000-6300lbs

Test conditions: Temp 10C, Altitude Stnd to 29.92

Engine: Lycoming TIO-540

CG:132 in. aft of datum

FLT Conditions: 93-150kts, 8000ft

Pressure Altitude, Hpc (ft)

8500.0

8000.0

7500.0

7000.0
90.00

POD OFF Manually Reduced
POD ON Manually Reduced
100.00

110.00

120.00

130.00

140.00

150.00

Weight Corrected Indicated Airspeed, Viw (kts)

Figure A.5. 9 Reproduction of Figure 9. Comparison of Automatic and Manual Trim Points
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Aircraft in Trim

MAPIR Pod Off
MAPIR Pod On

Figure A.5. 10 Reproduction of Figure 8. Screen Captures of Airspeed, Altitude and Heading verse Time with
Trim Segments Overlaid
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He holds a B.S. in Atmospheric Science and is a commercial-instrument rated pilot.
While at UTSI he has worked on a LabVIEW data acquisition system on a Piper Navajo,
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including one that interfaces Simulink with LabVIEW to drive the graphics for a 6DOF
Simulink model. His interests include Flight test instrumentation, data processing,
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